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THIS AFTERNOON’S PRE CONCERT:  

Minuk Richards, Margaret Wu, Susan Donath and Sue Kaufman from the Victorian Amateur Chamber Music Society (VACMS)  
performing Haydn’s String Quartet No. 35 in D minor, Op. 42 

 

MATTHEW LAING 1988- 
Out of Hibernation  (composed 2018-19) 
World premiere, commissioned by Flinders Quartet 
 

We first met Matt as a composer in 2017. Prior to 
that, he’d been someone fun to sit next to at 
orchestral gigs and someone who was always great to 
talk to in the breaks. We had no idea that he was 
capable of writing such interesting and complex 
music. We workshopped, performed and recorded his 
first score for string quartet as part of our 2017 
Composer Development Program and found his 
music incredibly well structured, with his vast 
knowledge of string instruments able to find new 
colours in the string quartet. It really pushed us to 
rediscover what we thought was possible. Like 
finishing a well-loved drama series, we found 
ourselves especially curious about the direction Matt 
would take next; so to make sure we were the first to 
know, we commissioned him to write us a larger work 
that we could share with our audiences. Sure, it’s 
music that is complex, but there is also a beautiful 
aesthetic and a storytelling that makes it 
simultaneously aurally attractive and intellectually 
stimulating. 
 
A note from the composer: 

“Out of Hibernation is a continuous four-part work 
about the experience of existence and change, 
without drawing any particular meaning from either. 
The overall arc of the work moves from natural to 
human-centric; and from an awakening of things new, 
to a failing recollection of things lost. 

Out of Hibernation 	
How it must be for a hibernating animal to wake after 
4 months, the bright light, the sensory overload, and 
the perpetual rediscovery of life.  	

Nocturne for creepy crawlies  	

Spray your life with insecticide 	
An every day "anyone can use" chemical, used  

mindlessly that eliminates something that underpins 
our existence. The impulse of fear and what we do to 
overcome it at the expense of ourselves.   

Time can take things away from you too The insidious 
nature of photographs; they act to remind you of a 
person, time or place until they replace that person, 
time or place.  	
	

My gratitude to the Flinders Quartet, the Ian Potter 
Cultural Trust and Brett Dean; this work wouldn't be, 
or be what it is without their faith and guidance.”	

-- Matthew Laing, February 2019 

 

ROBERT SCHUMANN 1810-1856 
String Quartet No. 3 in A major, Op. 41, No. 3  
(composed 1842) 

I. Andante espressivo - Allegro molto moderato 	
II. Assai agitato 	
III. Adagio molto 	
IV. Finale. Allegro molto vivace - Quasi Trio  	

Robert and Clara may well have been the musical 
power couple of the 19th century. Rather unusually, 
Clara was the main breadwinner of the household and 
in the early years of their marriage, her compositions 
were more popular than his. (Clara stopped 
composing at age 36 with the words, “I once believed 
that I possessed creative talent, but I have given up 
this idea; a woman must not desire to compose - 
there has never yet been one able to do it. Should I 
expect to be the one?”) Even though he loved his 
wife dearly, her fame was all a little too much and 
whilst accompanying her on a performance tour, 
Robert feigned his music magazine work as an excuse 
to return to Leipzig where he wrote in their shared 
marriage journal: 	
	

“This separation has once again made clear to me our 
particularly difficult situation. Should I neglect my 
talent in order to serve as your travelling companion? 



And conversely, should you let your talent go to 
waste simply because I happen to be chained to the 
journal and the piano?” 	
	

To which Clara responded, “Thursday, March 10, was 
the most miserable day of our marriage up to now; 
we parted, and it seemed to me that I would never 
see him again.” 
 
Whilst he was alone, stewing with jealousy and 
waiting for his wife’s return, inspiration was eluding 
him and he only managed some counterpoint 
exercises. Clara’s homecoming sparked an intense 
creativity with some of the most quintessential 
examples of “romantic” music and he completed 
three string quartets in as many months. It cemented 
1842 as his chamber music year (the piano quintet 
and quartet were also written in close proximity) and 
served as an outpouring of the juxtaposition of 
feelings he was experiencing. 
 
If one reads the musings of Mendelssohn and 
Schumann and their respective thoughts on string 
quartets, it doesn’t take a detective to work out that 
they were kindred spirits. Mendelssohn speaks of the 
quartet being “a conversation between four rational 
people”. Schumann speaks of the quartet being “by 
turns beautiful and even abstrusely woven 
conversation among four people.” Both composers 
believed the quartet should be its own form and not 

borrowing from or influenced by symphonic or other 
forms. Both intensely revered the string quartets of 
Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven, and it will come as no 
surprise to find that Schumann dedicated his three 
quartets to his best friend, Felix. He wrote to his 
publisher in 1847, “My quartets, which you published, 
have taken on a special meaning for me through the 
death of Mendelssohn . . . . I still view them as the 
best works of my earlier period, and Mendelssohn 
often expressed a similar opinion to me.” 
 
In each movement of the third string quartet there 
are contradicting moods, rhythmical figures and 
motifs which seem to match Schumann’s own 
sentiment at the time; a deep love for his wife at the 
same time as a resentment of her success and a 
barely restrained jealousy. 
 
The first movement begins with what some call the 
“Clara theme”. A sighing motif of a descending fifth 
which runs throughout in concise development. Once 
you know this, you can almost hear Robert saying his 
love’s name over and over again with that motif as 
the music unfolds. The second movement is a clever 
series of variations, using rhythmic displacement as an 
inventive tool (following the footsteps of many great 
masters in doing so.) The third movement is a 
glorious outpouring of romantic longing and the 
finale a rollicking ride as one would hear in the final 
movement of a Beethoven Razumovsky quartet.
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